TOOLS
PREMIUM SOLUTIONS

premium solutions

TOOLS

“Reaxing products range is enriched
by a full selection of innovative tools
conceived for functional training.”
Innovation is the keyword as everything is based on
an innovative technology, innovative material choices,
unique finishing and design. The “Shock Absorber System
Technology” reduces the impact on any surface, due to
the combination between chemical, physical and elastic
properties of cross-linked polymers and the provided “air
shock” devices. Due to the above mentioned technology
and the elastic behavior of the material, this entire range of
products (including Kettlebells and Bodybars) has a “soft
impact” when dropped on the floor, quickly going back to
its original shape.
Reaxing is the first company in the world to develop a
training methodology and a product range exploiting the
“Sudden Dynamic Impulse” technology. Unpredictable
stimuli train your senses and take training to a much higher
level in terms of quality and quantity by increasing sports
performance and metabolic activity, improving muscle
reaction time and reliability in post-trauma recovery phases,
as well as reducing the risk of injuries.

Reaxing Tools are professional products designed and produced in Italy. Their particular cross-linking structure makes
them pretty much unbreakable and safe in terms of injuries prevention and cleanliness.

REAXING TOOLS

STORAGE

“Style and design get together to
create storage solutions for all
Reaxing Tools”
Depending on the space requirements, Reaxing developed
different solutions combining quality and materials
efficiency. The chrome-plating feature of the storage
solutions gives a touch of elegance and originality to any
environment. It is also possible to develop wall-mounted
storage solutions to store several accessories.
The user can easily adjust and implement the walls
according to his needs.

KETTLEBELL

BODY BAR

WALL BALL

SLAMBALL

MEDICINE BALL

MINI THROWING BALL

BALANCE TRAINER

BALANCE BALL

technical specs
KETTLEBELL

BODY BAR

MINI THROWING BALL

RX1095 - 4KG
RX1096 - 6KG
RX1097 - 8KG
RX1098 - 10KG
RX1099 - 12KG
RX1100 - 16KG
RX1101 - 20KG
RX1073 - 24KG

RX1090 - 5KG
RX1091 - 7,5KG
RX1092 - 10KG
RX1093 - 15KG
RX1094 - 20KG
RX1167 - 25KG
RX1168 - 30KG

RX1111 - 0,250KG
RX1112 - 0,500KG
RX1113 - 1,5KG
RX1114 - 2,5KG

SLAMBALL

WALL BALL

MEDICINE BALL

RX1115 - 5KG
RX1116 - 10KG
RX1117 - 15KG
RX1118 - 20KG

RX1169 - 2KG
RX1119 - 4KG
RX1120 - 6KG
RX1121 - 8KG
RX1122 - 10KG
RX1123 - 12KG
RX1124 - 14KG

RX1102 - 2KG
RX1103 - 3KG
RX1104 - 4KG
RX1105 - 5KG
RX1106 - 6KG
RX1107 - 7KG
RX1170 - 8KG

BALANCE TRAINER
RX1126 - Ø 45cm
RX1127 - Ø 55cm
3 RX1128 - Ø 65cm
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BALANCE BALL
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RX1125 - Ø 65cm
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REAXING

EDUCATIONAL
Participate in one of our classes and learn
how to use our products at their best.

Reaxing fully supports your activities and allows you to use
the whole range of products in the best way. All our courses
are developed to train fitness professionals, providing
them with programs suitable for their needs and in line
with the “Reaxing Training Method”. Professionals in the
fitness field and qualified Master Trainers have created
and developed a wide range of educational programs, all
with a highly qualifying direction and a clear and simple
educational method behind.
Check our website www.reaxing.com for updates and
courses availability.

WWW.REAXING.COM

